
A2ENMOD REWRITE A2ENMOD HEADERS FOR TWITTER

Following the tutorial 'How To Set Up Mod_Rewrite' indicates I should run the command 'sudo a2enmod rewrite', but I
mark: sudo: a2enmod.

Generally, this is simply a matter of keeping the Apache package provided by the distribution's OS updated e.
This module provides a directive that allows Apache to close the connection if it senses that the client is not
sending data quickly enough. Disclosing the version of Apache running can be undesirable, particularly in
environments sensitive to information disclosure. To use the graphical Installation Wizard see Installation
Wizard. Make sure they are all commented out and only 'ProductOnly' appears. If you want your Nextcloud to
be reachable via the internet, then set both of these to the domain you want to reach your Nextcloud server.
Locking down access to things like SSH can greatly increase the security of the host by preventing intrusion
attempts. View the following article for more information:. Finally run this occ-command to update your.
While this may be convenient, it does present a security risk, as Apache will read any. Open a terminal and
run: a2enmod ssl a2ensite default-ssl service apache2 reload Note Self-signed certificates have their
drawbacks - especially when you plan to make your Nextcloud server publicly accessible. If you have turned
on authentication on a parent folder via e. See Prerequisites for Manual Installation for details. You might
want to consider getting a certificate signed by a commercial signing authority. Preventing DoS attacks The
default model in which Apache processes requests called prefork mode , is subject to an attack known as a
Slowloris attack. Apache will also close the connection if the client takes more than 20 seconds to send its
request body, but will allow the request to continue as long as the client sends more than bytes per second.
This configuration allows clients with poor TCP connection quality such as remote clients with high latency,
or those on low-grade cellular or satellite networks to send requests, while still protecting against known
fingerprints of the Slowloris attack. A Slowloris attack is a form of DoS Denial of Service attack in which the
Apache server is forced to wait on requests from malicious clients taking a long time to send traffic, thus
forcing legitimate requests to time out or be ignored entirely. System environment variables When you are
using php-fpm, system environment variables like PATH, TMP or others are not automatically populated in
the same way as when using php-cli. Historically, web servers have included their version information as part
of this header. All you have to do is to enable the ssl module and the default site. The most important steps to
take to make an Apache server more secure Overview Apache is the most popular open source web server
available for modern Linux servers. When you are using shared hosting or a control panel to manage your
Nextcloud VM or server, the configuration files are almost certain to be located somewhere else, for security
and flexibility reasons, so check your documentation for the correct locations. You will need to restart
php5-fpm and your HTTP server in order for these changes to be applied. You can also do this by configuring
a custom security group for your instance. If you are planning on running additional apps, keep in mind that
they might require additional packages. Apache makes it easy to whitelist IP access to certain locations of
your website and deny traffic to all other IP addresses. See Apache Web Server Configuration for an example
configuration.


